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SYNOPSIS
This article describes a conceptual framework for HIV behavioral surveillance
in the United States. The framework includes types of behaviors to monitor,
such as risk behaviors, HIV testing behaviors, adherence to HIV treatment,
and care-seeking for HIV/AIDS. The framework also describes the population
groups in which specific behaviors should be monitored. Because the framework is multifaceted in terms of behaviors and populations, behavioral data
from multiple surveillance systems are integrated to achieve HIV behavioral
surveillance program objectives. Defining surveillance activities more broadly to
include behavioral surveillance in multiple populations will provide more comprehensive data for prevention planning, and lead to a more effective response
to HIV/AIDS in the United States.
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Through 2003, more than 900,000 people had been
reported as having AIDS in the United States.1 The
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
estimates that the number of new HIV infections per
year is approximately 40,000.2 As part of its strategic
plan to control the spread of HIV during the epidemic’s
third decade, CDC has established the overarching goal
of reducing new HIV infections in the United States by
50%. To achieve this objective, four specific goals were
identified, one of which is to strengthen the national
capacity to monitor the HIV epidemic to better direct
and evaluate prevention efforts.3
Public health surveillance has been described as
the “cornerstone of a country’s HIV response.”4 Surveillance of HIV infection in 33 areas with integrated
HIV/AIDS surveillance systems highlights that racial/
ethnic minorities are disproportionately affected and
that marked increases in HIV have occurred among
women, young men who have sex with men (MSM),
and people infected through heterosexual contact.1
Monitoring the characteristics of these affected populations for HIV prevention and control purposes requires
the collection of behavioral data.
In this article, we describe a conceptual framework
for HIV behavioral surveillance in the United States,
in which behavioral surveillance is an integral part of
HIV/AIDS surveillance. First, we define behavioral
surveillance and its relationship to disease surveillance. Then, we identify categories of behaviors that
are important to monitor in relation to HIV transmission, acquisition, and disease progression, as well as
the populations in which those behaviors should be
observed. Next, we describe the individual surveillance
systems that, taken together, comprise CDC’s HIV
behavioral surveillance program based on the conceptual framework. Finally, as surveillance is “information
for action,” we describe uses of behavioral surveillance
data for epidemiologic, program evaluation, and public
health intervention functions.
DEFINITION OF BEHAVIORAL SURVEILLANCE
Behavioral surveillance, for public health purposes, is
the systematic and ongoing collection of data about
risk and health-related behaviors with the purpose of
correlating trends in behaviors with changes in disease
over time. Behavioral data provide a way to monitor
short-term changes in epidemics without having to
wait for changes in disease outcomes.5 Surveillance of
behaviors that are risk factors for infection or disease
is an important public health activity.6 With conditions
such as HIV infection, exposure and manifestation of
the infection may be years apart. By measuring risk
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behaviors that are more proximate to the time of
HIV infection, it is possible to identify and respond
to trends in behaviors that anticipate trends in acquisition and transmission of HIV infection, which in
turn would only be reflected years later in HIV/AIDS
case report data. Similarly, surveillance of HIV testing
and care-seeking behaviors is important because the
timing of testing and treatment is related to the time
to development of frank disease (i.e., AIDS-defining
conditions), and diagnosis and care-seeking can also
occur years apart.
Initially, behavioral data from case investigations and
surveillance (i.e., exposure risk data) elucidated the
ways in which HIV is transmitted and the populations
most at risk. Historically, behavioral surveillance data
have also been used to help understand and explain
changes in HIV and AIDS incidence and prevalence,
particularly at the local level.7–11 Increasingly, behavioral
surveillance data are instrumental in designing and
evaluating prevention interventions and in integrating
prevention and treatment services for HIV-infected
individuals.12 Comparisons can be made of relevant
behavioral trends (from behavioral surveillance data)
and clinical trends (from case surveillance data).
For example, prevalence of and trends in adherence among HIV-infected people may be assessed to
determine the extent to which concurrent changes in
AIDS incidence are occurring.13 In an example from
outside the U.S., ongoing behavioral surveys allowed
researchers to attribute declining HIV prevalence in
Uganda to deaths rather than to changes in behavior
and associated reductions in new infections; in fact, the
behavioral data indicated increases in risky behavior
among adolescents.14
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK OF THE
KEY BEHAVIORS AND POPULATIONS FOR
HIV BEHAVIORAL SURVEILLANCE
The conceptual framework for HIV behavioral surveillance in the U.S. includes four major “sentinel events”
in the life cycle of HIV infection, and four corresponding behavioral components. The sentinel events are
exposure to HIV, infection with HIV, development of
clinical disease (morbidity), and death (mortality). The
four corresponding behaviors are risk behaviors, HIV
testing, access to care, and acceptance of and adherence to therapy for HIV infection (Figure 1).
Since the virtual elimination of transfusion/blood
products-associated HIV transmission, and due to substantial progress toward eliminating mother-to-child
transmission, virtually all HIV infections in the U.S. are
accounted for by transmission from infected individuals
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Figure 1. Sentinel surveillance events, behaviors, and populations that comprise
HIV behavioral surveillance in the United States
Sentinel event

Sentinel behaviors

Sentinel populations

Exposure
Risk behaviors
	  Acquisition
	  Transmission

General, high-risk, infected
Infected

Diagnosis of HIV infection

HIV testing

General, high-risk, infected

Morbidity (AIDS)

Access to care; adherence

Infected

Mortality

Access to care; adherence

Infected

to their sex or drug-using partners via male/male sex,
injection drug use, and heterosexual sex. Thus, HIV
behavioral surveillance can be limited to measurement
of sexual and drug-using risks in order to monitor
acquisition and transmission of infection.
HIV testing is a key part of HIV prevention activities, as it is required to diagnose an HIV infection.
Based on the results of HIV testing, serostatus-specific
interventions can be delivered as appropriate to reduce
acquisition and transmission of the virus.2 To monitor the epidemic, it is important to know why, when,
and where people test or, conversely, why individuals
do not seek an HIV test or refuse one if it is offered.
Among those tested by conventional methods (i.e., not
by rapid tests), it is also important to know whether
people return for their results after they are tested.
With advances in test technologies, it is also of interest
to know how individuals are being tested (e.g., rapid
vs. conventional tests).
Certain critical behaviors that relate to treatment
of HIV infection include access to and seeking care,
accepting recommended therapy, and adhering to
prescribed therapy. With the advent of highly active
antiretroviral therapy (HAART), it is important that
HIV-infected individuals are treated early and adhere
to their medication regimens. The benefits of treatment
can occur at the individual level through reduced viral
load, which slows disease progression, and at the population level, where increasing the proportion of positive
individuals with low viral load will reduce mortality and
may reduce rates of transmission.15,16 Understanding
patterns of acceptance of and adherence to therapy
allows a context in which to interpret trends in new
AIDS diagnoses and AIDS-related deaths.
The conceptual framework next incorporates populations in which to monitor these behaviors (Figure
1): general, high-risk, and infected populations. Data
collected from the general population can be used to
determine whether the epidemic is likely to become
more generalized (similar to African countries) or

remain concentrated in certain high-risk groups (as in
the United States). These changes are best monitored
through representative sampling of the general U.S.
population to measure risk behaviors and HIV-testing
behaviors.17,18
Behavioral surveillance also must include the collection of data from infected populations and populations
at increased risk for infection. Populations at increased
risk for acquiring HIV infection in the United States
include MSM, injecting drug users (IDUs), and highrisk heterosexuals who engage in risky behaviors or
have HIV-infected partners (HET). Behavioral surveillance data from these high-risk groups provide information from those likely to have the biggest impact
on the epidemic’s future course.4 In this group, it is
necessary to monitor acquisition risk behaviors and
HIV testing.
In case-reporting surveillance systems, data are
generally collected from people who are infected.
It is important to collect behavioral information on
how individuals were infected (i.e., acquisition behaviors) and how their ongoing risks may transmit the
virus to others. In addition, information about access
to and use of HIV-related services and treatment is
needed to improve linkage into appropriate care and
treatment.
Data on each behavior (risk, testing, care-seeking,
adherence) from each relevant population (general,
high-risk, and infected) provide part of the overall
behavioral surveillance program. Together, these
components comprise the HIV behavioral surveillance
conceptual framework.
This conceptual model for the U.S. shares many elements of the World Health Organization (WHO)/Joint
United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS)
“second-generation surveillance,”19,20 but furthers that
model in several important ways. Second-generation
surveillance utilizes national, population-based surveys
such as demographic and health surveys; it also recommends some type of surveillance activity for high-risk
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populations. Similarly, the approach for the U.S. utilizes data from nationwide, repeated, population-based
surveys, and calls for repeated cross-sectional surveys
among individuals in defined high-risk groups and
geographic areas. However, the U.S. model furthers
the second-generation surveillance model in that highquality HIV and AIDS case-surveillance data are available in the U.S. These data allow the U.S. behavioral
surveillance model to include all three populations
(general, high-risk, and infected) in which understanding acquisition and transmission dynamics is necessary
to advance HIV prevention and control.
HIV BEHAVIORAL SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS
The conceptual framework for HIV behavioral surveillance identifies which behaviors to monitor and
in which populations. To move from the conceptual
model to an operating model, existing surveillance systems must be augmented and new surveillance systems
developed and deployed to collect relevant behavioral
information from the three defined populations.
To understand which systems are included in the
overall program of HIV behavioral surveillance, it is
important to distinguish between one-time behavioral
surveys and behavioral surveillance. As previously
noted, behavioral surveillance is ongoing and systematic; that is, data must be collected with some sustainable frequency using the same or similar methods
and instruments over time to analyze trends. While
many behavioral surveys collect important information



from one or more of the three population groups that
comprise the framework, this survey focuses on systems
that meet the surveillance definition.
The design and implementation of behavioral
surveillance systems in the United States require a
variety of approaches to accommodate state and local
data needs, different surveillance infrastructures, and
limited resources. Rather than try to develop a single
behavioral surveillance system to reach all three populations and measure all four behaviors, the Division
of HIV/AIDS Prevention at CDC supports multiple
surveillance systems that have a behavioral component
related to monitoring HIV/AIDS. These systems are
shown in Figure 2. More detailed descriptions of some
of these systems can be found in other articles within
this special issue.21,22
General population
Within the general population component of HIV
behavioral surveillance, data from a number of systems are used to obtain a more complete picture of
acquisition risk behaviors and HIV testing patterns
in the U.S. population. In addition, multiple systems
are needed because of the differences in populations
included on the sampling frames, limitations on the
overall number of questions per survey, the types of
questions (sex, drug use, testing) included in each
survey, and the frequency of data collection. Three
systems are described here that have provided general
population HIV behavioral surveillance data for many
years and have a specific collaboration with the Division

Figure 2. HIV behavioral surveillance systems: populations and behavioral measures
Behaviors
Risk behaviors
Populations

Acquisition

Testing

Access to care

Adherence

Transmission

General population
NSFG
X		
GSS
X
BRFSS			
High-risk populations
NHBS
X		
Infected populations
MMP
X
X
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X
X

X

X

X

NSFG 5 National Survey of Family Growth
GSS 5 General Social Survey
BRFSS 5 Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System
NHBS 5 National HIV Behavioral Surveillance System
MMP = Medical Monitoring Project
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of HIV/AIDS Prevention at CDC: the National Survey
of Family Growth, the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System, and the General Social Survey.
National Survey of Family Growth (NSFG). NSFG has
been conducted periodically since 1973, but plans to
move to continuous data collection in 2006.23 It is a
nationally representative sample of women aged 15–44;
men were added to the NSFG sample in 2002. Primarily
a reproductive health survey, NSFG provides detailed
sexual behavior questions, including condom and contraceptive use.24 NSFG also collects limited information
on injection drug use and HIV testing.25
Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System (BRFSS). In
1984, CDC established BRFSS to monitor state-level
prevalence of the major behavioral risks associated with
premature morbidity and mortality among adults.26 By
1994, all states, the District of Columbia, and three
territories were participating in the BRFSS. Data from
BRFSS are available annually. Beginning in 1991,
HIV-related questions, mainly focused on HIV testing
behaviors, have been included on BRFSS.27
General Social Survey (GSS). GSS has been conducted
about every two years since 1972 and is a nationally
representative sample based off the U.S. Census. As the
name implies, the purpose of GSS is to monitor trends
in the structure and functioning of American society.28
Since 1988, GSS has collected data on sexual behavior
and more recently added questions on crack cocaine
use.29 HIV testing questions have been proposed for
the 2006 survey.
High-risk populations
An internal review of HIV behavioral surveillance activities at CDC, conducted in 2001, recommended that a
surveillance system focusing on high-risk populations
be developed (“Recommendations for Behavioral and
Prevention Services Surveillance in NCHSTP,” CDC
unpublished report, 2001 Jul 17). While numerous
behavioral surveys of various high-risk populations had
been conducted in selected geographic areas over the
years,30,31 there was not a system offering ongoing and
systematic data that represented a large proportion of
the epidemic. In addition, the HIV Prevention Strategic Plan had a significant focus on monitoring the
epidemic.3 These factors and others led to the development of a large-scale behavioral surveillance system
focusing on individuals at high risk for infection.
The National HIV Behavioral Surveillance System
(NHBS) is a comprehensive system for conducting
behavioral surveillance among people at highest risk
for HIV infection in the U.S.22 The overall strategy for

NHBS includes conducting rotating 12-month cycles
of surveillance in three populations at high risk for
HIV: MSM recruited from venues such as bars, clubs,
and public places using time-space sampling;32,34 IDUs
recruited through respondent-driven sampling (a peerreferral method);35,36 and HET for which the sampling
method has yet to be determined. Data collection
began with the first MSM cycle in 2003–200437 and the
first IDU cycle in 2005;38 surveillance will be conducted
over time with these three groups in 25 participating
metropolitan statistical areas that were chosen based
on high AIDS rates.
Infected populations
As an adjunct to HIV/AIDS case surveillance, a longitudinal supplemental surveillance study, the Adolescent/Adult Spectrum of Disease (ASD), was launched
in 1990 to better determine the natural history and
spectrum of disease and, later, the impact of HAART
on disease progression, by reviewing medical records
over time.39 In addition, an interview study with infected
individuals, the Supplement to HIV/AIDS Surveillance,
was conducted to collect detailed behavioral data.40
These supplemental surveillance data allowed further
description of how the epidemic was changing in terms
of who was getting infected and how. They were also
useful for the planning and evaluation of prevention
and treatment services.9 However, these studies were
conducted in a limited number of states and had varied
sampling methods. The Medical Monitoring Project
(MMP) was designed to improve on the sampling
design of previous studies and combine the interview
and record review for individuals.41
MMP employs a three-stage, stratified, clustered
sampling design resulting in annual cross-sectional
probability samples of adults in care for HIV disease.
Collection of data from interviews with HIV-infected
patients provides information on the prevalence of
behaviors that facilitate HIV transmission (sexual
behavior, injection drug use); patients’ access to, use
of, and barriers to HIV-related secondary prevention
services; utilization of HIV-related medical services;
and adherence to drug regimens. By combining these
interview data with data collected from the abstraction
of medical records, MMP will provide information on
clinical conditions that occur in HIV-infected people as
a result of their disease or the medications they take,
as well as the type and quality of HIV care and support
services these patients receive.
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USES OF BEHAVIORAL SURVEILLANCE DATA
The systems that make up the HIV behavioral surveillance program, guided by the conceptual framework,
provide data for monitoring the epidemic. In addition,
behavioral surveillance data can be used to evaluate
case surveillance systems and HIV testing strategies,
and to develop and evaluate prevention programs and
HIV-related care services.
Behavioral data can be used for evaluating the representativeness of case surveillance systems. For example,
data collected through behavioral surveillance can
be compared to HIV case surveillance systems, which
include only people who present for HIV testing. Comparing the characteristics of those at high risk who have
not been tested with those included in the HIV case
surveillance system who have been tested can indicate
who may be missed in surveillance because they were
not tested and diagnosed. Such a comparison might
be a more timely reflection of current trends in the
epidemic than looking at concurrent HIV and AIDS
diagnoses—another method of monitoring missed
opportunities for testing. Further, interpretation of
trends in HIV surveillance data is predicated on the
assumption that underlying patterns of HIV testing are
stable. An increase in new HIV diagnoses may represent
an actual increase in new HIV infections, or may be an
artifact of increased HIV testing among high-risk individuals. By monitoring HIV testing behaviors among
those at high risk, the assumption of stable HIV testing
patterns can be validated—or refuted.42
Similarly, information on care-seeking collected
through behavioral surveillance may help determine
the extent to which new cases of HIV and AIDS are
related to access to and utilization of testing and care.42
Case surveillance and behavioral surveillance data from
infected people have demonstrated that the most common reason for getting an HIV test was illness.43,44 That
information, in turn, can be used to address barriers
to testing, such as broadening the reach of messages
about the need for routine testing among those at
highest risk, improving access to testing services, or
developing new testing technologies.
The development of the rapid HIV test creates
new opportunities for expanding HIV testing. The
Advancing HIV Prevention (AHP) initiative from CDC
promotes testing as a routine part of medical care and
will implement new models for HIV testing—including the use of the rapid HIV test—in nontraditional
settings, particularly nonmedical ones, such as in
correctional facilities.45 HIV testing data from behavioral surveillance systems can be used to evaluate the
implementation of the strategies that comprise AHP,
such as by collecting information on the type of tests
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used and whether tests were offered at routine medical visits or during prenatal care. A precedent exists
for using behavioral surveillance data to conduct this
type of assessment of policies and guidelines: data from
BRFSS on HIV testing behaviors were used to evaluate
the implementation of the 1995 guidelines on counseling and testing pregnant women.46
Behavioral surveillance data are also extremely
useful for developing and delivering prevention programs—identifying demographic characteristics of
those at high risk and what behaviors put them at risk
to then focus prevention efforts toward specific groups
and their behaviors. Although the sex and drug-use
behaviors that are associated with risk of HIV infection
are well known, that information alone is not enough
to efficiently target prevention efforts. To design the
most effective interventions, additional behavioral data
are needed to differentiate among risky behaviors. For
example, early in the epidemic, documenting that
male/male sex as a risk was important to understand
transmission, but further understanding the risk of
receptive anal sex (vs. other types of sex with men)
allowed for more specific prevention messages and
programs to be developed and delivered. In addition,
behavioral surveillance data can be used to design
prevention programs for people who are HIV positive,
to prevent further transmission of the virus.2
Understanding the reasons for lack of acceptance
of therapy or nonadherence may suggest strategies
for improved secondary prevention services for those
living with HIV infection (i.e., to prevent progression
of HIV). For example, data from behavioral surveillance may identify behavioral or structural barriers
to treatment that could be addressed by appropriate
interventions. Ultimately, behavioral surveillance data
from MMP will produce data about met and unmet
needs for HIV care and prevention services, which can
be used to evaluate these services and to direct future
resources for HIV-infected patients.41
Given that behavioral surveillance data can be used
to guide the design, delivery, and evaluation of prevention and care services, it is logical that such data
can also be used to target distribution of funds for
prevention and care services. Making decisions based
on this data can help ensure an equitable distribution
of funds. CDC and the Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA) jointly support the use
of supplemental behavioral and clinical surveillance
data through the integration of program planning,
evaluation, and resource allocation in the prevention
planning and Ryan White planning processes at the
community level.9
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CONCLUSION
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The conceptual framework for HIV behavioral surveillance provided in this article describes which behaviors should be monitored and in which population
groups. The ongoing, systematic, representative, and
geographically diverse collection of behavioral data via
NHBS, MMP, and general population surveys presents
a blueprint for integrating behavioral surveillance with
clinical and case surveillance (Figure 1) and makes for
a stronger “cornerstone” of the response to HIV/AIDS
in the United States.
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